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The Problem

▪Public assurance case

• Available arguments are lacking

➢ In term of size

➢ In term of details

• No public industrial arguments

➢For the evaluation of new methods and techniques

➢For showcasing best practices
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“The beam focuses the 

energy of an aircraft carrier 

in motion down to a width 

of less than a millimeter.”

CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
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CERN LHC MPS Background

▪Developed over 10 years beginning mid-1990s at estimated 
cost of $200M USD to protect $4.75B USD investment

▪Depends on many instances of emergent technology 
ranging from high-speed micro-electronics to 
superconducting magnets 

▪Key elements were products of R&D collaborations between 
CERN experts and doctoral students

▪Lack of non-generic published guidance as a basis for 
assurance

▪Not to rely only on past experience with machine protection 
for smaller, substantially less powerful accelerators
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CSL @ CERN

◼ 2009-2011 – performed 

series of technical reviews 

for critical MPS components

◼ 2022-2023 – created an 

assurance case argument 

for the LHC MPS in 

collaboration with 

researchers at U of Toronto 

and McMaster, in 

consultation with CERN 

subject matter experts
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LHC Machine Protection System (MPS)

1. Beam Loss Monitoring System

2. Beam Interlock System

3. Beam Dump System

4. Safe Machine Parameters System
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LHC MPS Assurance Argument

Two different ways to view a public version of the argument.

CERN website report (PDF, CSV) Full on-line access
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https://safecomp.socrates.cslabs.com/

Login: guest 

Password: SafeComp2023@Toulouse

https://tinyurl.com/CERN-ACC-2023
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Eliminative Argumentation

▪ An extension (flavour) of GSN created 
by researchers at the SEI.

▪ Incorporates the notion of “doubt” as 
defeaters.

▪ Defeaters that are not resolved by 
additional claims/evidence are 
“residual”.

▪ Also referred to as a “dialectic 
argument”.
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A teaspoon of doubt

▪Engineers naturally have doubts 
about the systems they design

• “defect free software is impossible”

▪Our assurance case methods 
should take advantage of this 
doubt rather than try to hide it
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What if 

the cord 

snaps?

Maybe 

the cord 

is too 

long.

Well… I’ve 

jumped 

already, so 

let’s just 

hope this 

works out 

in my 

favour.



What to do about defeaters?

▪What do we do with “residual” 
(uneliminated) defeaters in our 
argument? 

▪Depends on who you ask:

• You must resolve all doubts/defeaters.

• It’s not possible to eliminate all risk, so 
enumerating residual doubts can be a 
helpful communication too.
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Communicating Doubt to Stakeholders

Expressing residual doubt 

in an assurance case is an 

effective means of 

communicating with top-

level decision makers in 

your organization. 
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The Argument



LHC MPS Assurance Argument
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Product Argument

▪ Based on system engineering understanding
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e.g., CERN LHC MPS

▪ Capture reasoning for trust

▪ Intuitive for internal stakeholders

▪ Design-focused

▪ Not reusable

▪ Does not address system lifecycle



A Collaborative Effort
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C0001 – Level 1
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C0005 – Level 3
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C0012 (Level 5)
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C0036 (Level 7)
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D0120 (Level 9)
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D0339 (Level 12)
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Links from Argument Details to Artifacts

     

The      achine  rotection   stem      

protects against damage caused b 

intolerable beam loss.

     

 ther aspects of     machine protection

 such as magnet  uench protection  and

human safet  are e cluded from the scope

of this argument.

     

Argue o er the responsibilities of each

    subs stem.

     

The  eam  oss  onitoring   stem        is

capable of pro iding timel  indications of

an irregular or dangerous beam loss w ithin

the    .

     

The  eam Interlock   stem   I   acti el 

recei es beam monitoring signals from

other  ser   stems and beam permit signals

from the  eam  oss  onitoring   stem

      , and transmits beam dump re uests

to the  eam  umping   stem.

     

Whene er the  eam  umping   stem      

recei es a beam dump re uest, it w ill

fast e tract the beam w ithout causing

intolerable beam loss and transport the

beam to an e ternal absorber.

     

Argue o er the functionalit  of the ma or

components of the     , to ensure the

s stem can report a beam loss to the

larger s stem.

     

The      detectors are suitabl  designed,

located, operated and calibrated, thus

suff icientl  reliable to detect and report

an  beam loss from the    .

     

The Tunnel  lectronics are capable of

recei ing, processing and transmitting

signals from the      detectors to the

 urface  lectronics.

     

The       urface  lectronics are full 

operational   capable of recei ing,

processing and transmitting a beam loss

signal to the larger  achine  rotection

  stem.

     

The  I  consists of multiple  eam

Interlock  ontrollers   I   arranged in a

ring connected b  a redundant pair of beam

loops to transmit beam dump re uests in

the clockw ise direction and a redundant

pair of beam loops to transmit beam dump

re uests int the counter clockw ise

direction.

     

Whene er a beam dump re uest is recei ed

b  the    , all components of the     w ill

acti ate w ithin one beam c cle w ithout

causing intolerable beam loss.

     

Argue o er tw o primar  functions of the

 I , namel  w ithdraw ing  eam  ermits w hen

re uired and transmitting a beam dump

re uest to the  eam  umping   stem      .

     

The  afe  achine  arameters       s stem

calculates, communicates, and compares

critical parameters to elements of    

machine protection.

     

Argument o er     beam dump procedure

     

When all components of the     are acti e,

the beam w ill be safel  e tracted from the

    ring w ithin one beam c cle.

     

A beam c cle is the amount of time it

takes an accelerated particle to tra el

once around the     ring      s . A beam

e traction is acceptabl  fast if  it occurs

w ithin tw o beam c cles of the    

recei ing a beam dump re uest.

      

If  the     engages all components w ithin

one beam c cle of the beam permit being

w ithdraw n, and if a beam e traction occurs

w ithin one beam c cle w hen all components

are engaged, then a beam e traction w ill

occur w ithin tw o beam c cles of the beam

permit being w ithdraw n.

  

      

If  claims around the      detector, Tunnel

 lectronics,  urface  lectronics and

 ptical  ibers are full  substantiated and

the associated defeaters are full 

mitigated then the      w ill be full 

functional and capable of detecting a beam

loss.

     

 ptical f ibers for transmission from the

Tunnel electronics to  urface  lectronics

are suitabl  robust, w ith ade uate

redundanc .

      

If  the         subs stems correctl  detect

irregular beam loss, and if beams are

safel  e tracted w hen irregular beam loss

is detected, then the     is protected

from damage intolerable beam loss.

     

Intolerable beam loss is defined for the

    as fractional le els w here loss ma 

damage an  critical component of the    .

     

 nless there are communication errors in

betw een the subs stem of the    . To be

included in rele ant nodes and can be

deleted at later stages.

 es

     

 nless there are additional ha ardous

interactions betw een the     s subs stems

that lead to intolerable  eam  oss.

 es

     

The      has been subdi ided into the

components areas identif ied in  laims

                  for the purposes of this

 A assessment. These are selected to full 

represent successful s stem operations.

     

In terms of the     , accurate means the

successful detection and communication of

a loss of beam from the    . Timel  refers

to the reaction time for the     and

re uirements therein.

     

The      w ill operate w ithin    ns, w hich

includes transmission of a beam loss

message to the larger    .

     

Argue o er the hardw are aspects of

communicating the  afe  achine  arameters

    s 

     

Argue o er the calculation the critical

 afe  achine  arameters     s 

     

Argue o er the comparison of the  afe

 achine  arameters     s 

      

 afe  achine  arameters     s  deri ed

from source s stems are compared against

those same    s transmitted to user

s stems to ensure that nothing has been

corrupted during the con ersion and

transmission process

  

     

Argue o er the transmission, timing

re uirements and their potential failure

mechanisms, to ensure the s stem can

report a beam loss to the larger s stem.

…
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“ i e” Assurance  ase with KPIs

▪21 KPIs identified total:

• 15 lagging

• 6 leading

▪ Identified through: 
review of EA defeaters and 
mitigating claims & evidence

▪Using as a case study to 
validate SPI/KPI functions in 
Socrates.

Leading Indicator: distance 

between damage dectectors
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AC Tools Capabilities

▪ Necessary Capabilities

• Navigation Features

• Collaborative Environment

• Linking Artifacts

• Version Control

• Impact Analysis

▪ Good to have Capabilities

• Natural Language Processing

• Static Analysis 

• Conformance Traceability

• Metrics / Dashboard
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Result and Conclusions

▪ Captures why the CERN subject matter experts have trusted the MPS for 
nearly 15 years of operational use

• While Eliminative Argumentation didn’t reveal any previously unknown 
vulnerabilities, development of the assurance case identified gaps in the existing 
public documentation

• Assurance Case identified some interesting “cross cutting” inter-dependencies 
between sub-systems.

▪ A middle size public Argument available to academia and the industry

▪ Assurance Case Tools support retrospective
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